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When you start a new job, or employ a new member of staff, 
checks are carried out. Employers usually ask for references, 
and evidence of qualifications. New recruits may even be asked 
to show their passport or driving licence.

All these checks are carried out to ensure that new recruits are 
who they say they are, and are qualified to do the job they have 
been appointed to.

If you follow all these steps when employing new members of 
staff, why should you be any less careful about the strains you 
work with?  

Contamination and strain drift can easily occur within 
laboratories when good practice is not followed, especially  
when strains are being used for long-term programmes of work.  
And if you accept strains from colleagues, do you really know 
what you are getting?

Following this guide will help you to ensure that you are 
working with the strains you think you are, and that they 
are preserved in a way that ensures that experiments can 
be repeated, and further work can be undertaken using 
exactly the same strains. 

Do you really know your strains?



Three basic steps…

To make sure you know exactly ‘who’ you are working with in the 
laboratory you should ask:

Has the number of subcultures (passages of this strain) 
been minimised?

What is the original source of this strain, and do I know its provenance? 
Will other scientists know what to do with it?

Has this strain been sequenced to check its identity?
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As a national reference strain collection, it is essential that we follow best 
practice to ensure that we know exactly “who” we are working with all the 
time.  At NCIMB we take the following steps:

We produce a master stock from which all of our saleable (or working) 
stock is made. This reduces the number of passages and genetic drift.

We have a database which records where the strain came from, its 
history since arriving at NCIMB, details of growth conditions and any 
special properties that it may have.

All of our processed  strains have their identity confirmed by  
16S rDNA sequencing.
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Best practice



When you receive a strain, from whatever source, one of the first things that 
you should do is preserve multiple copies of it for long term storage.

Long term storage has many benefits:

It maintains the integrity of the original sample.

It ensures that the strain will remain viable for a significant  
period of time.

The stored copies can be used in future experiments to reduce 
the number of passages, and therefore genetic drift.  This is a key 
consideration in designing reliable and reproducible experiments.

You have reliable spares if your working culture becomes 
contaminated or dies!
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Friends forever



Please note:  
For illustration only. Not to scale. 
Not an accurate representation 
of genetic drift from subculturing.





At NCIMB we use two different methods of preservation: 

A quality check should be carried out on at least one of 
the preserved “copies” of your culture before storage.   
Checking for purity and viability will ensure that only your strain 
has been preserved (with no contamination), and that it is still 
viable following the preservation process.

If your strain does have any special properties, have these been 
maintained after preservation? This should also be checked, 
especially if the properties are key to your research.

Viability should be checked periodically, especially if your 
preserved material is to be stored for a long period of time. If 
viability shows signs of decline, then the necessary steps can be 
taken before it is too late.

One type of cryoprotectant doesn’t suit all strains. Some 
fastidious strains may require cryoprotectants containing 
specific ingredients, so remember to check what is likely to give 
the best results prior to preservation.
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Things to remember



Checklist

 Are my strains what I think they are?

 Does my preservation method work?

 Do I have an up-to-date database /  
 record of all the strains I hold?

 Have I created master and working stocks  
 to prevent genetic drift?

 Do I have a back-up plan?

Always have a plan B! 

Natural disasters, fire, power failure, equipment failure, and human 
error can all impact on the normal operations of your facility. An off-site 
back-up can help you to recover from these kinds of events as quickly 
and efficiently as possible. 

At NCIMB we have an off-site duplicate of our reference collection and 
we also act as a duplicate collection for our clients.

Plan B



We can help…

If all this seems a little daunting, or you just 

don’t have the in-house resources to follow 

the recommended steps, we can help.

For more than 50 years, NCIMB has been 

managing and maintaining the UK’s 

National Collection of Industrial, Food and 

Marine Bacteria.

Since 1982 we have been recognised 

around the world as a depository for 

biological material that is the subject of 

patent applications.  

Our staff have built on that knowledge, 

capability and expertise to develop our 

range of confidential preservation and 

storage services. We also offer genome 

sequencing services to characterise your 

stored strains. 



What we store 
We can store bacteria, plasmids, DNA, 
bacteriophage, fungi, protozoa, algae, 
orthodox plant seeds and plant cell 
tissue cultures. We accept material up to 
ACDP category 2 and ACGM class 1.  

Storage temperature options 

Vapour phase liquid nitrogen: <-140°C 

Ultra low temperature: -70° to -90°C

Low temperature: -15° to -20°C  

Refrigerated storage:   2° to 8°C

cGMP options available 
We can provide a cGMP service that 
follows auditable procedures using 
validated equipment. We are regularly 
audited by clients from the UK and 
overseas, ensuring we meet their 
high standards. 

High security options available 

We offer storage at a range of security 
levels, including the provision of dedicated, 
high security, customised storage areas or 
vessels with security features installed to 
customer specifications.

Preparation for storage 
Biological material can be sent for 
immediate storage, or we can prepare 
your material in a number of formats,  
including freeze-drying. We can also  
freeze-dry cultures and return them to you.

Quality assurance 
NCIMB operates a well-established 
quality management system certified 
to ISO 9001, and all our services meet 
this standard.  We also provide cGMP 
standard storage.

Confidential and trusted 
All our biological material storage 
services are strictly confidential. Whether 
you opt for our standard, cGMP and/or 
high security storage options, you have 
full control over the release and recall of 
your biological materials.

Sequencing services 
We offer genome sequencing and 
bioinformatics analysis services to 
characterise your stored strains.  
Whole genome sequencing provides 
the deepest level of insight into your 
precious biological resource, and allows 
you to identify genetic drift in your 
working stocks.

Storage services



NCIMB Ltd manages the National Collection 

of Industrial, Food and Marine Bacteria, the 

biggest reference collection of industrially 

valuable and environmentally important 

microorganisms in the UK, and is an 

International Depository Authority (IDA) for 

bacteria, fungi, bacteriophage, plasmids 

and plant seeds that are the subject of 

patent applications.

We think everyone should know exactly 

“who” they are working with in the 

laboratory as strain drift and contamination 

can cause major issues.

This brief, light-hearted guide outlines  

the essential steps that are required to 

ensure that you make the most of your 

strains and have a long-term, happy, 

working relationship!

Please note:  

This document is for guidance only. Different 

strains may differ in their specific requirements.
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